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IN GAME ANALYSIS Movement Analysis The match engine, using real-time motion capture
data, analyses all gameplay moments in a match and records them for further analysis: Features that
enable the recording and analysis of player movements were also enhanced, including the
interpretation of the sequences of player movements from goal kicks and throw-ins. The aim is to
offer a true-to-life feel while retaining a high level of accessibility. Prediction Analysis A new
feature that increases the level of artificial intelligence in gameplay is “Predict Analysis,” which
enables the new in-game AI-controlled assistants to analyse game situations and make intelligent
predictions before the ball is played. However, the prediction system will only work when the ball
is in play. Video Assistant Referee In FIFA 19, the VAR is based on a set of pre-defined variables,
while in FIFA 22 the VAR can make his own decisions during a match. A new “Flash Alert
System” will also be used by referees to show the name of a player or player on the pitch who is
carrying an unconscious body. This additional information is just one of the ways in which the
VAR will help referees and enhance the in-game experience for players and coaches. Enhanced
Player Movement In FIFA 22, the three phases of player movement (Run, Turn, Shoot) and their
corresponding performance classes (High, Medium, Low) have been reworked to further enhance
speed and responsiveness. In FIFA 21, the speed of players’ movements was either too slow or too
fast, resulting in unnatural player transitions and difficulty in developing play. This was not only
visually less appealing, but affected gameplay. For example, it was very difficult to pass and shoot
while running, so players had to slow down and then accelerate when turning, and made attacking
movements difficult. In FIFA 22, players’ movement is improved and will be visually much more
natural. Due to the enhanced movement, players will become more responsive and feel more
comfortable while passing and shooting. Teamwork In FIFA 19, new model called “Aggressive
Under-Holder” was used to simulate the behaviour of the back line. This new model will be
introduced in FIFA 22 to improve the defensive performance and style of play. The improved depth
of

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Gamplay. Net EASN.
Power. Vision. Balance. Player.

Explore and play in new ways with total freedom of movement. Go long. Go wide. Go through your
opponent.

Real players. Real Stories. Real Faith. Real Life.
Real-feel Player AI. Sharpen any tactical edge. Steer the ball and outplay your opponent with
masterful passing, soccer technique, and dynamic dribbling.
Freedom. Power. Control. Vision.

Get to grips with ball flight. Kick, catch, volley. Experience the distinct feel of the new volleys.
Build and control your squad. Choose free-roam free kicks, long throws, or instinctive dribbles –
you’re still the captain in FIFA 22.
Players. People. Responsibilities.
Narrative. A sense of place. Context. Continuity.

FIFA Ultimate Team.
Go in search of football nirvana and leave nothing behind.
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Discover. Create. Share.
Craft your own story.
Your Universe.

Improve your team by scouting overseas players.
Create content and write your own magazine.
Customise every element of your club: use your imagination.
Free reign in every direction with total control.

Master your Reception.
Customise your stadium and unlock new custom designs.
Use all the tools at your disposal to keep fans in the stands.
Raise the bar with the first game in the series to be supported by Skillshot.

Fifa 22 (Updated 2022)

Experience everything football has to offer in FIFA: Create and control your very own players,
compete in dynamic matches as soccer legends like Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo, and earn
the respect of a worldwide community with seamless integration of social features. Play with
friends across more devices than ever before, and share your passion for the beautiful game with
incredible real-world customization. What is FIFA Ultimate Team? FIFA Ultimate Team takes the
incredible depth of FIFA gameplay even deeper, giving you more ways than ever before to build
your dream team and compete with your friends. Join a club, play real matches in leagues
worldwide and earn rewards to unlock a world of content, including thousands of player and team
emblems, varsity jackets, boots, and more. PLAY WITH THE OFFICIAL EA SPORTS FIFA
SERIES, NOW WITH CLUB TERRITORY The latest version of FIFA also brings new club
territory. Play as your favorite club anywhere in the world, expand your membership worldwide in
club territory, and become one of the world's best. You can now play in your very own club’s
stadium, giving you a first-person view of the action and letting you feel what it’s like to be part of
the team. Play as your club’s players in famous matches from around the world, including the
Champions League Final and the World Cup. Put yourself in the shoes of the manager and explore
the club landscape as you manage your team, set your lineups and set your tactics, then watch your
players build chemistry as you battle to bring success to the club and become the best in the world.
In FIFA, your club is your career. EA SPORTS FIFA ULTIMATE TEAM In FIFA, your club is
your career. Join a team, build your reputation as a manager, and manage the team to become the
world's best. Build Your Dream Team FIFA Ultimate Team is the only way to build your dream
team. Add real-world football legends to your team like Diego Maradona, Thierry Henry, Romario,
Cobi Jones, Luis Figo, Xavi, Roberto Carlos and many more. Choose your tactics in an entirely
new way and adjust your game plan to the situation on the pitch. Recruit and activate up to 48
players and team up to 3,000 FUT players to create the Ultimate Team. Battle for Glory Rank up
bc9d6d6daa
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The ultimate team has arrived in FIFA 22 with hundreds of new player cards, and authentic team
strips and individual player kits for over 10,000 new unique player faces. FUT Draft – Start your
FIFA 22 game with the most authentic online experience in the series with FUT Draft. FIFA 22
introduces a brand new experience for FIFA Ultimate Team, where you can battle your friends for
the greatest team in the new format. GOALKEEPERS Golden Glove Winner Gianluigi Buffon
returns to the Italian national team. The five time World Cup Champion Gianluigi Buffon has
returned to the best football competition in the world in the latest installment of EA SPORTS FIFA
18. FIFA 14’s Golden Glove Winner joins the leading European elite in the latest FIFA
installment. Amp it Up! The world’s best footballers are in FIFA 22 with over 100 new player
cards including the FIFA World Cup Trophy, and lots of new moves, and animations. PICK UP A
NEW KIT! In FIFA 21, you can pick up new kits for every club in the world with FIFA Ultimate
Team. Pick the best set of colours for your preferred club in every league, then use the
community’s global feedback to help make your team stand out on the pitch. PLAYER
SHOWCASES Real Madrid forward Gareth Bale proves that goal-scoring pace is of no importance
when he faces off against Barcelona star Neymar on the new Real Madrid versus Barcelona Player
Showcase. Whilst Real Madrid’s Cristiano Ronaldo dominates yet again in the latest EA SPORTS
FIFA 18 custom player showcase against the star of Juventus and another fierce rivalry.
Liverpool’s main man Joe Allen showcases his skills with an explosive overhead kick in the latest
one vs. one showcase in FIFA 18. FIFA FIFA MANAGERS New England Revolution manager Jay
Heaps is the first manager to be featured in FIFA 22. FIFA FIFA PLAYERS Real Madrid
playmaker Luka Modric showcases his fast pace with a quick burst of acceleration in the latest
FIFA 18 highlight reel. FIFA FIFA CREATORS The FIFA franchise is well known for its intricate
designs. In FIFA, we’ve taken our paintbrush and canvas to the next level to create some of the
most eye-catching designs in our game. FIFA FIFA
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What's new:

Passing – Introducing a new passing AI system. Now players
understand better when it makes sense to complete a pass to
prevent the ball being taken away from your teammates. You
can now instantly read your teammates’ run offs to improve
passing. We have made significant improvements to the
systems behind challenging passes to stop them becoming too
easy and makes the player more aware of their team mates
teammates and mindballing(ball watching). New ‘control your
pressure’ autorelays mean your team mates hold the ball up
and get the best out of the situation and make better passing
decisions.
Defending – We have made defensive play more intelligent in a
new way. Depending on the type of defender, they will defend
from different areas on the pitch. Players now know where
they need to press when defending, cover for their partner and
force the opposition into plays that they might not be
expecting. We have introduced support markers which
highlight your defender’s position and how long it will take to
reach their target with a shadow. The new Ball Highlighting
system allows you to see when your defender will be able to
intercept the ball allowing you to play your game however you
see fit. FIFA incorporates over 500,000 lines of conditional
logic unique to the online experience allowing you to make the
most correct decision from the most unpredictable situations
on the pitch.
Preferred Tactics – We have introduced location based tactics
into the most prominent online modes, allowing players more
choice over how they play. Each of the five tactics (Standard,
Rotation, 3 at a time Formation, 1 vs. 1 and Managers) has
specific tactical instructions and depending on the game mode,
can be played set to offensive, defensive, or balanced.
Day/Night Play – A day/night mode is now available in custom
matches allowing the
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FIFA is the world’s leading sports video game franchise, powered by the FIFA Ultimate Team™
and the FIFA franchise created by EA Canada, published by EA Sports and used in more than 200
countries around the world. Over the years, the FIFA franchise has continued to raise the bar for
sports games with gameplay innovations, feature sets and game modes that meet fan expectations,
ensuring the FIFA franchise is the top seller in sports game categories such as action sports,
fighting games, sports sims and strategy games. This season, the EA SPORTS FIFA franchise will
continue to revolutionize the genre, giving fans new ways to play the game, additional game
modes, as well as deeper gameplay improvements and more ways to add to their Ultimate Team.
FIFA 22 will feature over 1,000 playable teams, including real-world teams like Arsenal, Chelsea,
Bayern Munich and Paris St Germain as well as fictional, licensed clubs such as the underdogs that
fans are only able to support. Players will have the choice to compete in real-world leagues around
the globe, including England, Spain, USA, Germany and many more. New innovations including
new Game Face™ camera controls, new stadiums, and first-ever matchday experiences, will be
available to enjoy, while the best game modes from previous FIFA games have been updated to
help players build and play with the strength of their Ultimate Team. New GameFace™ Camera
Controls FIFA 22 brings a whole new dimension to gameplay, allowing players to use the
GameFace camera controls to shoot for a run and finish like they are playing in real-life. In
addition, players will be able to use the GameFace camera to get the look and feel of some of the
most iconic football clubs in the world. First-Ever Matchday Experiences EA SPORTS FIFA 22
will introduce unique matchday experiences, allowing players to catch their favourite teams’
matches and re-live the atmosphere at some of the world’s most iconic stadiums, as well as
breaking new ground with the first-ever smartphone matchday experience which will link up all
parts of the experience on the go. New in-game camera and player variety FIFA 22 brings the most
detailed in-game player and camera models in the franchise, with over 1,200 individual player
animations. All-new control sensitivity settings will allow fans to customize the controls to their
personal needs, bringing quicker and more fluid controls that the casual fans can enjoy,
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System Requirements:

- Minimum Requirements - Processor: 1.6 GHz processor - RAM: 1 GB RAM - Disk Space: 10
MB available space - Video: NVIDIA GeForce GT 650M - DirectX: Version 11.0 - OS: Windows
7 or 8, 64-bit edition - Other: 1280 x 720 display mode at 60 FPS, use of mouse
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